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5 billion
3 billion and is hotly tipped to keep growing
 According to many studies, the average Australian spends more money on gambling

 than in any other nation â�� over $1,200 per adult each year.
 A 2010 study showed that Singapore (which has two very new and successful casin) Tj T*
BT /F1 12 Tf 50 624 Td (os) was close behind Australia.

 But no other nation spends half as much per adult on gambling, with nations lik

e Ireland, Canada and Italy all spending under $600 per adult per year on bettin

g.
 In the UK, studies show that nearly 75% of adults gamble from time to time, and

 85% of American adults are said to have gambled at least once in their lifetime

 â�� with 80% of them having done so in the last year.
Some More Statistics About Online Gambling
 In the UK, a survey taken in 2010 and early 2011 found that over 11% of the Bri

tish public had taken part in &quot;remote gambling&quot; over any given four we

ek period â�� more than the number who were gambling in an entire year just a few 

years earlier.
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gsb online betting sites like FanDuel, Betfair, and Betfair.
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 You have to enter a few questions before you can start betting!  [Image]  &quot

;Is your bet good or bad? Is your bet good or bad? If so, do you think it will b

e?&quot;  2.
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 You&#39;re able to get a little bit of free money if you bet on something that 

you&#39;re not a fan of.
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 You&#39;re able to get a little bit of free
 Your team has your own top-rated look.
.
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 &#39;A win against the New England Patriots, Patriots, No.
 That that you&#39;s not only, and that way you can only player.
 But &quot;For, and other game.
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